GENERAL
- Brainspin
- 5-Second Rule
- Scattergories
- The Mind
- Top Trumps
- HedBanz
- Mastermind

BIOLOGY
- Organ Attack
- Match a Leaf
- Match a Track
- Go Extinct
- Wildcraft: An Herbal Adventure Game
- Biome Builder
- Crazy Cats
- Cycles
- Pandemic
- Pandemic: Iberia
- Brain Games
- Cytosis *** (longer than 1 class period)

CHEMISTRY
- Chemistry Fluxx
- Atomic Adventures
- Compounded *** (longer than 1 class period)
EARTH SCIENCES

- Trekking the National Parks
- Appalachian Trail Game
- Rock On!
- Fossil On!

CODING

- Robo Rally
- Robot Turtles
- Future Coders: Robot Races
- Tacto
- Potato Pirates
- Colt Express
- Dive

ENGINEERING

- Mousetrap
- Suspend
- Engineering Ants
- Tokyo Highway

PHYSICS

- Flying Kiwis

MATH

- Math Dice
- 24
- I Sea 10
- Math Mat
- Chutes and Ladders
- Prime Climb
- Drop It
HISTORY

- Timeline
- Guillotine
- Chrononauts
- Downfall of Pompeii
- Chariot Race
- Roll Through the Ages
- Pandemic: Fall of Rome *** (longer than 1 class period)
- Twilight Struggle *** (longer than 1 class period)
- History of the World *** (longer than 1 class period)

READING/LITERATURE

- Zingo
- Moby Dick
- It Was a Dark and Stormy Night
- Bring Your Own Book
- Marrying Mr. Darcy

SPORTS

- Life-Sized Board Games (ex: turning gym into Monopoly board)

MUSIC

- Compose Yourself
- Timeline

ART

- Masterpiece
- Close Up
- Pastiche
- Philanthropist
- Modern Art
- Canvas
WORLD LANGUAGES

- Kloo
- Scrabble (Foreign Language Edition)
- Spot it! (Basic English/French/Spanish Game)